
implementing fascism. He is not normal –

and that is precisely the point.

For this reason, the “normal ways” we are

told to seek political redress – the elections,

calling our senators, waiting for

investigations, etc. – will not cut it. We, too,

have to act in extraordinary ways! 

Most of all, we have to mobilize people to

step outside the confines of politics-as-usual

– including protest-as-usual – and launch

the kind of sustained, determined, and truly

massive political outpouring and resistance

that can drive this fascist regime from power. 

It begins Saturday, November 4, in

major cities and towns across this

country – starting with many

thousands and growing day after day

and night after night until our demand

is met: This Nightmare Must End: The

Trump/Pence Regime Must Go!

We will come together from a great diversity

of political perspectives and life experiences

around our shared determination that In the

Name of Humanity, We REFUSE to Accept

a Fascist America!

Everyone needs to know about November 4,

the day when thousands of people take to the

streets with the demand: 

This Nightmare Must End: 

The Trump/Pence Regime Must Go!,

eventually drawing out millions and not

leaving until this regime is gone.

Your financial support now can help

broadcast this message to the world through

intensive advertising, especially on social

media. The image of NO! should be visible

everywhere, across every campus. Signs and

banners, stages and sound, electricity and

security, sanitation and mobile kitchens,

tents, and more—in cities and towns will

mean that crowds can stay in the street day

after day, night after night. Your donation is

needed now to make this a reality.

THIS NIGHTMARE MUST END.

Millions feel this and ache with the question

of how to stop this unrelenting horror. The

stakes are nothing less than the future of

humanity and the planet itself. Who will end

this nightmare? We will. 

Only the determined struggle of

millions of people acting together with

courage and conviction can drive this

regime from power.

We are the ones who decide which future we

get. In this crucial historical moment, we

have the potential to create a beautiful future

for ourselves and for future generations, but

if we don’t drive out this regime before it

becomes too late, we will witness only

horrors for humanity and the planet.

If you want to prevent the heartbreaking

vision of a consolidated fascist Trump

America, make a donation today. What will

you give to get the fascists out of the

White House? 

Sincerely,

Refuse Fascism National Office Staff
P.S. Donate today to help put November 4 and the demand that Trump/Pence Must Go

before the world. Give like the future depends on it. Because it does. 


